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Abstract. There is an abundance of complex dynamic systems that are
critical to our daily lives and our society but that are hardly understood,
and even with today’s possibilities to sense and collect large amounts of
experimental data, they are so complex and continuously evolving that
it is unlikely that their dynamics will ever be understood in full detail.
Nevertheless, through computational tools we can try to make the best
possible use of the current technologies and available data. We believe
that the most useful models will have to take into account the imbalance
between system complexity and available data in the context of limited
knowledge or multiple hypotheses. The complex system of biological cells
is a prime example of such a system that is studied in systems biology and
has motivated the methods presented in this paper. They were developed
as part of the DARPA Rapid Threat Assessment (RTA) program, which
is concerned with understanding of the mechanism of action (MoA) of
toxins or drugs affecting human cells. Using a combination of Gaussian
processes and abstract network modeling, we present three fundamen-
tally different machine-learning-based approaches to learn causal rela-
tions and synthesize causal networks from high-dimensional time series
data. While other types of data are available and have been analyzed and
integrated in our RTA work, we focus on transcriptomics (that is gene
expression) data obtained from high-throughput microarray experiments
in this paper to illustrate capabilities and limitations of our algorithms.
Our algorithms make different but overall relatively few biological as-
sumptions, so that they are applicable to other types of biological data
and potentially even to other complex systems that exhibit high dimen-
sionality but are not of biological nature.
1 Introduction and Motivation
Systems biology strives at an understanding of all the interactions between com-
ponents of a biological system over time. The excellent survey [37] describes some
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of the challenges and opportunities in the context of human cells, using the in-
nate immune system as a prime example. It is argued that systems biology has
become a highly interdisciplinary endeavor that involves an iterative cycle which
is driven by the interplay between emerging biological problems and the devel-
opment of new technologies and computational tools. One particular approach
to abstract from the complexity of biological systems arises from network sci-
ence [15]. In this context, a wide range of graph-based formalisms, ranging from
broad classes such as scale-free graphs [2] to very concrete formalisms such as
variations of Petri nets [7] have been explored. While the comprehensive mod-
eling of, say a human cell as a network, and hence its response to a wide range
of conditions, in other words, addressing the system identification problem, is
an important long-long term objective of system biology, we are concerned with
a more modest goal in this paper, namely the modeling of key processes in the
human cell under very specific conditions and at a level of abstraction that is
consistent with the large but in many ways still limited amount of data that is
available with today’s high-throughput measurement technologies. As part of an
iterative cycle such as the one discussed in [37] these models can lead to hypoth-
esis generation, inform new experiments, and can be subsequently confirmed and
possibly refined or rejected based on new results.
More specifically, we present some of the algorithms developed in the DARPA
Rapid Threat Assessment (RTA) program, where we have been exploring data
analysis, machine-learning, and logic-based techniques to support biologists in
understanding the so-called mechanism of action (MoA) that is triggered when
an (unknown) drug or toxic substance hits a human cell. From relatively short
windows of time after the event in question (e.g. 48 hours) our algorithms gener-
ate graphs representing potential causality between compounds. In spite of the
use of perturbations, it should be noted that this abstract notion of causality is
based on obervational data with its known limitations (e.g. confounding effects),
and might be better called causality modulo observational equivalence. This is in
contrast to, for example, knock-out studies for individual genes, which however
due to higher cost cannot compete with the sheer data volume and coverage
typical for observational studies. The basis for our algorithms are time series
of typically high-dimensional data, e.g. transcriptomics (gene expression), pro-
teomics, and metabolomics data. As exemplified in [36], we have also developed
algorithms for anomaly detection that highlight certain nodes in such graphs
as potentially impacted and allow the biologist to narrow down the mechanism
of action. The algorithms developed use a variety of models including Gaussian
processes (on non-linear time scales) and other linear and non-linear models,
ranging from principal component analysis and various types of clustering to a
broad range of neural network models. For more details about RTA and some
initial results we refer to [36].
More recent algorithms that we developed include anomaly detection using
different types of autoencoders, causality detection and network graph synthesis
based on convolutional autoencoders, deep and wide neural networks predicting
temporal evolution and their visualization as graphs, generative adversarial net-
works for synthetic modeling and detection of typical vs. unusual behavior, and
Siamese (twin) neural networks for probabilistic causality detection.
In this paper, the primary focus is on Siamese neural networks for proba-
bilistic causality detection and their training and validation using a synthetic
dynamic gene expression model taking advantage of our original Gaussian pro-
cess model. They are the basis for two models that support the synthesis of
probabilistic causal networks, meaning that causality can be probabilistically
quantified. The price to pay for probabilistic results lies in some underlying mod-
eling assumptions about the structure and dynamics of these biological networks.
Our other algorithms for network synthesis offer a non-probabilistic notion of
potential causality that comes with its own advantages and disadvantages. Cor-
relation and cross-correlation graphs such as those in [36] fall into this heuristic
category, but also our autoencoder-based network synthesis and network syn-
thesis based on predictive deep and wide neural networks. A discussion of these
heuristic approaches is included in this paper as well.
While our work is directly motivated by the systems biology domain, we con-
jecture that our methods are applicable in other domains where high-dimensional
observational time series data is available and network modeling is essential. For
concreteness, however, we continue to use the biological domain in our explana-
tions, specifically focussing on transcriptomics (gene expression) data generated
by high-throughput microarray experiments, as this is the richest data source
available in the RTA project and as it allows us to relate our results to those of
other projects to asses biological plausibility.
As we will see in the following section on related work, there are important
distinctions between the problem of interest, namely identifying the mechanism
of action (MoA), and other related problems such as the reconstruction of gene
regulatory networks. First of all, our goal is to use observational data from a
single experiment in the best possible way to narrow down the MoA to a small
set of candidates, which may be used to inform further experimentation. Re-
construction of the entire network from such limited experimental conditions is
clearly not feasible, because only a small number of network interactions may
have been excercised and hence observed under those conditions. Since we are
only concerned with networks in this paper, we also adopt an abstract and
greatly simplified notion of MoA as a network of potential causality. We as-
sume that for a given experiment such an MoA (process) network should be
consistent with and hence a subnetwork (another simplifying assumption) of the
unknown biological (system) network, for example the gene regulatory network
if we just focus on transcriptomics. Note how we distinguish the system-level
view — a system-level biological model would capture all possible behavior at
a certain level of abstraction — from the process-level view, which captures
the (abstract) biological behavior under specific experimental (including initial)
conditions and is the focus of our analysis. Another noteworthy feature of our
approach is that it minimizes the amount of prior biological knowledge used in
the analysis, for example unlike [29] we do not make assumptions about which
genes act as transcription factors and we do not use drug signature databases
such as [21] or other databases curated from the literature [17]. This is motivated
in the context of the RTA project by the initial lack of knowledge about new
threats/mechanisms that are unknown or just being discovered. Of course, this
does not preclude the combination of our methods with prior knowledge in other
applications.
2 Related Work
The Connectivity Map [35] is a database of differential gene expression signa-
tures, that is transcriptional responses to disease, genetic perturbation (knock-
down or overexpression of a gene) or treatment with a small molecule. In its
current version the library contains more than 1 million signatures resulting
from perturbations of multiple human cell types. Connectivity between signa-
tures refers to their similarity or dissimilarity. The latest version of the Connec-
tivity Map is based on the L1000 assay, which is a Luminex bead-based method
that measures the mRNA expression of 978 so-called landmark genes, and uses a
machine-learning-based inference algorithm to infer the expression of 11350 ad-
ditional genes. An earlier version of the Connectivity Map [21] was based on the
direct measurement of the full transcriptome using microarrays, but was limited
to 6100 combinations of perturbations and cell types. Our RTA project also uses
the microarray-based method to measure the full transcriptome. Different from
the above, we apply it to collect time series data, but due to the higher cost
focus only on a small number of perturbation experiments (seven experiments
have been conducted so far with six different drugs). We also collect correspond-
ing time series of proteomics and metabolomics data for a more comprehensive
picture.
The DREAM project (Dialogue on Reverse Engineering Assessment and
Methods) conducted an assessment of over thirty gene regulatory network infer-
ence methods on E. coli, S. aureus, S. cerevisiae, and in silico microarray data
[24,28]. The evaluation indicates that there is no single best method for all data
sets. As a possible solution, an integration of this community of network infer-
ence experts is proposed, leading to an integrated community network for each
data set. The in-silicio data set [28] is particularly noteworthy, since it is based
on a well-defined synthetic network combining subnetworks from E. coli and
S. cerevisiae with a continuous differential equation model and Gaussian noise.
Note, however, that none of the networks are representative of the large size and
interaction complexity of the human gene regularity network, which is further-
more unknown to a large extent. Moreover, each data set contains knock-out
and know-down experiments, which facilitates the detection of dependencies. As
an example, the inferred community network for E. Coli contains 1688 edges.
About 50% of the edges were known and previously experimentally validated
interactions, while the remaining 50% were conjectured to be false positives or
newly discovered true interactions (which were confirmed by additional exper-
iments). The algorithms developed in several DREAM challenges quite clearly
demonstrate the challenges of the system identification problem even under very
favorable conditions, that is small overall network size, relatively low dynamic
complexity due to non-human cells, and a reasonably good understanding of
ground truth. While we use human cells, we focus on the identification of the
process (MoA) under very specific conditions, and the synthetic dynamic model
we use is very generic and kept as simple as possible to reduce the assumptions
and number of parameters that need to be stipulated.
Our probabilistic approach to causal network synthesis is quite different from
the traditional approach of [33,26] and hence the large body of research con-
ducted in the context of Bayesian networks and their many variations. While
these approaches, are primarily based on exploiting certain asymmetries in the
structure of conditional independence relations (involving at least three vari-
ables) that partly reveal the direction of causality, our approach is focused on
directly detecting binary causality based on learned patterns occurring in a high-
dimensional time series. Our focus on relations between only two variables en-
ables better scalability and more directly focuses on the relation of interest and
its physical nature. Graphs with a million causal edges are not unusual in our
targeted applications, even if the user might only focus on a small subset at a
time. While the traditional approach is also applicable to time series (see e.g.
[8]), they need to be sufficiently long to reliably perform the independence tests,
in other words, they ideally need to exercise the system in a large number of
conditions, which is not the case in our targeted applications. While in Bayesian
network inference the consistency of edge orientation is a primary concern, we
intentionally avoid imposing consistency constraints in the algorithms presented
in this paper. In a separate paper [34], we show how domain-dependent consis-
tency requirements can be implemented in an approximate and scalable fashion
on top of the probabilistic causal graph synthesis presented here.
The particular artificial neural networks we use for causality detection in our
primary method fall into the general class of Siamese neural networks, which are
composed using two subnetworks with shared weights, each responsible for pro-
cessing one of the inputs. While originally proposed for signature verification (a
type of similarity detection) in [4,5], they have recently attracted renewed inter-
est [20,31,3,32,23,38,10,22], with many applications ranging from image recog-
nition to audio search. The key abstract feature of Siamese networks that is
important for us is their capability to directly encode structural properties of
a logical relation (in our case undirected causality) and hence to enable effi-
cient learning tailored to the domain. Although we use relatively low-complexity
1D convolutional Siamese networks suitable for time series processing, we had
to resort to curriculum training to obtain a stable learning algorithm. While
conventional Siamese networks are suitable for similarity relations that exhibit
a structural symmetry, we also use a variation of Siamese networks to detect
directed causality which directly encode the structural antisymmetry of this re-
lation (when viewed as a function) in terms of the network structure.
3 Probabilistic Causal Network Synthesis
In this section, we informally summarize our probabilistic approach to network
synthesis. First, we briefly review our use of Gaussian processes, which are at
the core of our broader RTA workflow and also the foundation for our synthetic
dynamic model. This model will be used to train and validate our undirected and
directed causality detectors (both different types of Siamese neural networks in
the broad sense). Undirected and directed causal network synthesis will then be
performed based on these detectors. For illustration purposes, we use primarily
results from our RTA workflow for the Unk5 experiment [36], which was used for
a DARPA challenge and later revealed to be a statin (specifically atorvastatin, a
drug affecting cholesterol biosynthesis). Finally, we conclude this section with a
biological plausibility check that is based on entirely independent experimental
data from two other large projects.
3.1 Gaussian Processes
A Gaussian process [30] represents a probability distribution over a parameterized
class of continuous functions. The projection at each time point is Gaussian, i.e.,
normally distributed, with a mean and variance that is explicitly represented in
the Gaussian process model. A time series of observations can then be obtained
by sampling at a finite number of arbitrary time points.
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Fig. 1. Sample Gaussian processes for control (black) and treated (green) with 2 SD
bands and the log-ratio shown in blue (right scale).
Gaussian process modeling allows us to address several challenges when faced
with high-dimensional and very noisy biological time series data. First, observa-
tions are only available at a small number of time points with irregular spacing
between them. Also the number of observations at each time point may vary.
By exploiting the continuity of the underlying functions, Gaussian processes al-
low us to benefit from the local structure to estimate the mean and to provide
an explicit estimate of variance at each time point. The second challenge arises
in the integration of multiple data sources, in our case we have transcriptomic,
proteomic, and metabolomic data, each with different sampling time points, and
different amounts of measurement noise. Again, the Gaussian processes allow us
to integrate all data into a uniform continuous time scale and allow us to build
specialized models for each data source to reflect the biological variation (over
time) and the measurement error (at each time point).
Specifically, we use GPflow [9], a library based on TensorFlow, to estimate
Gaussian processes separately for each type of data, for each compound (tran-
script, protein, or metabolite), and for treated and control conditions. All ob-
served quantities are uniformly represented in log2 scale. Furthermore, we use a
log-based time scale to reflect the approximate spacing of observations with more
observations closer to the beginning of the experiment (defined as Time 0). The
class of functions is generated by a kernel that combines squared exponentials
(reflecting biological variation) in the log-based time scale with additive white
noise (to capture measurement error). The squared exponential time scale pa-
rameter is fixed at 2 to reflect the density of available observations. The squared
exponential variance is fixed for each type of data by using an average of the
optimal values over all compounds. The white noise variance is computed by
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) for each specific compound.
The output of the Gaussian process workflow is a uniform time series for each
compound with 101 time points (100 time points without the initial state) for
control and treated sample means and the corresponding standard deviations
(SDs). Formally, the learned Gaussian process model is continuous. The 101
time points sample the time dimension at sufficiently many discrete points to
preserve the information. The log-ratio time series for each compound, which is
the primary basis for subsequent stages of our workflow, is then computed by
point-wise difference between treated and control.
In Fig. 1 we show Gaussian processes for four selected genes and their log-
ratio in the Unk5 experiment. Do the similar shapes indicate the presence of a
causal relationship and if yes in which direction ? The answer is not obvious due
to large amount of noise, and clearly has to be probabilistic in nature. These are
the kind of questions we are trying to address in the following subsections.
The confidence in the change (as measured by the log-ratio) in response to the
perturbation is scored by computing the area between the SD bands for control
and treated samples. We perform the computation for 1 and 2 SDs, the former to
account for the higher degree of noise in the proteomics and metabolomics data.
This provides a ranking of the measured compounds that generalizes the biologist
criteria that for a significant change the SDs of the control and treated samples
should not overlap. This ranking can be used as a first filter to focus attention
on compounds in which we have some confidence in the measured change.
3.2 Synthetic Dynamic Model
To train our probabilistic causality detector, we use a simple synthetic model de-
termined by a small number of parameters. The model needs to provide positive
and negative examples of causally related genes in the context of a given exper-
iment. To this end we assume that the previously estimated Gaussian processes
for each gene represents a distribution of biological plausible gene expression
profiles that are consistent with the observed data. Our first step is to generate
a set of noisy pairs of control and treated time series, that is a set of pairs (cg, ug),
where cg and ug are sampled from the Gaussian process model for control and
treated (e.g. with an unknown drug or toxin in the context of our RTA chal-
lenges) conditions of a random gene g. For each pair, we compute the difference
rg = ug − cg, giving rise to a set of log-ratio time series samples rg consistent
with the observed data. In another step, each sampled ratio time series will be
normalized, so that that all have mean 0 and variance 1. We use r¯g to denote a
sample normalized series.
Our first goal is to construct synthetic gene expression time series for causally
related pairs (positive examples). To obtain a uniform size time series represen-
tation for the synthetic genes, we fix a window size w smaller than the size of the
full time series (e.g. 80 of out 101).4 To simulate a possible time lag associated
with causality, we sample r¯′g and r¯g from the previous normalized log-ratio time
series set, and compute the set of lagged pairs (l¯′g, r¯g) where l¯
′
g is obtained from
r¯′g by a left shift of zero more more positions (effectively renumbering the time
series indices). From the lagged pair set, we then compute the set of synthetic
pairs (s′g, sg) where s
′
g and sg are obtained by restricting l¯
′
g and r¯g, respec-
tively, to the same maximally overlapping window (that is the same time series
indices) of size w. Note that in this set (s′g, sg) is a possible observation of a
causally related pair (modeled after gene g), and both s′g and sg are times se-
ries of size w. With our sample hyperparameters this construction will result in
time shifts in the index range [0, 21].5 The full lagged pair set will be computed
correspondingly by random sampling over all genes g.
The lagged pairs computed so far account for noise and delay, but do not
account for interactions between genes. To capture interaction, we use a simple
equal-weight linear superposition model defined by a single complexity parame-
ter m, denoting the number of genes participating in an interaction in addition
to the gene of interest g. The motivation for using such a simple interaction
model, is that typically the Gaussian processes are sufficiently rich (we exploit
4 The window size is a fixed hyperparameter that reflects a tradeoff between the
number of time lags we can model and the data available for causality detection.
5 It should be noted that there is an intentional bias in this construction towards
synthetic pairs with shorter lag. A more refined model could be developed by using
biological assumptions about the lag distribution.
the high-dimensionality of the time series here) and already exhibit common
non-linear behavior, so that additional complexity in the composition would not
make a noticeable difference (in addition to the impossibility of estimating de-
tailed interaction parameters from the short time series). Hence, the synthetic
pairs with interactions are generated by sampling (s′0, s0), . . . , (s
′
m, sm) from the
full lagged pair set and computing (s′0, s0+· · ·+sm). Note how the s′1, . . . , s′m are
not used and can also be regarded as additional noise affecting the original causal
interaction s′0 → s0. We will see that this additional noisy influence will make
causality detection quite challenging depending on the complexity parameter m,
that we also refer to a mixin parameter.
With the method above it is possible to generate positive samples for causal
dependency, that are quite realistic and tailored to the specific experimental
conditions (e.g. taking into account the variance and noise estimated and rep-
resented by the Gaussian processes). Hence, we also refer to the synthetic pair
set as the positive synthetic pair set. Pure negative samples, on the other hand,
are difficult to synthesize from existing expression profiles, because we do not
know which pairs of genes are truly independent. Here we make another biolog-
ically plausible assumption, namely that the large majority of gene pairs can be
considered to be independent for practical purposes, in other words that the un-
derlying causal network is sparse. With this approximation, we define a negative
synthetic pair set by sampling (s′0, •) and independently (•0, s0), . . . , (•m, sm)
from the synthetic pair set (• stands for a variables that are not used) and com-
puting (s′0, s0 + · · ·+ sm). A causal connection between s′0 and s0 can occur by
chance, if the underlying genes are dependent, but will be rare under our sparsity
assumption, again exploiting the high-dimensionality of our time series.
Finally, positive and negative synthetic pair sets of equal size (e.g. 1000000
pairs each) are combined into a single balanced labeled synthetic set by labeling
positive and negative pairs with 1 and 0, respectively. Training and validation
sets are then generated from this set (e.g. by random split of 90% vs. 10% of
the labeled samples). For comparison purposes, we also generate an ideal version
of this noisy synthetic data set, by replacing the initial sampling of time series
pairs (r¯′g, r¯g) from Gaussian processes by sampling just a single time series, in
other words, by enforcing r¯′g = r¯g.
3.3 Learning Causality using Siamese Networks
Causality is often associated with a temporal direction, also referred to as the
arrow of time, and we would ultimately expect that a causality detector does
not only identify the existence of a potential causal connection but also its di-
rection. In our approach, we decompose the problem by utilizing two models.6
The first model is designed to detect and probabilistically quantify the existence
of causality, while a second model is used to probabilistically determine the di-
rection under the condition that a causal dependency is present. One advantage
6 Part of the motivation will become clear later and is related to the practical difficulty
of predicting direction even if a causal relationship has already been established.
of this two-stage approach is that the two probabilities can be clearly separated
and the relational properties can be structurally represented in the neural net-
work. Our first model will be concerned with a symmetric relation of undirected
causality (which is the dual of independence, also a symmetric relation), while
the second model will be concerned with an asymmetric relation of directed
causality that can be considered as a temporal refinement.
The undirected causality detector is a Siamese neural network, that is a neural
network with two identical subnetworks that are each responsible for processing
one of the arguments of the binary symmetric causality relation. Each argument
is a time series (e.g. of size w = 80 consistent with our sample data). The
replicated subnetwork is a 1D convolutional network (we use a window size7
w′ = 61 and stride 1) with bias and a relu-activation function yielding a tensor
(e.g. 20× 50 dimensional). This is followed by an average pooling layer yielding
a vector (e.g. 50 dimensional), followed by a dense layer with the same output
dimension and again with bias and relu-activation. Hence, the output of each
subnetwork is a vector in feature space (e.g. 50 dimensional). The two outputs are
combined by a dot-product layer (which captures the symmetry of the problem
as part of the architecture). As usual for Siamese networks, the symmetry is also
exploited by weight-sharing between the two subnetworks. Finally, to obtain a
probabilistic output, a sigmoid function is applied to a linear transformation of
the scalar result from the dot-product, which can also be viewed as trivial dense
layer with bias and sigmoid-activation.
As a loss function we use binary cross-entropy and as an optimizer we use
TensorFlow’s implementation of Adam (with default parameters). The key hy-
perparameters we vary are the type of model (ideal or noisy) and the complexity
of the model, using m = 0, 2, 4, 9 as settings for the mixin-parameter. We found
that conventional training often gets stuck in low accuracy solutions (around
0.5 or lower), and while random restarts can help, we opted for a more stable
solution based on curriculum learning [16]. To this end, we train the models
with increasing complexity of the training data set (we use the mixin-parameter
to vary the complexity of the synthetic model). We start with training data
generated by m = 0, which always yields high quality models, and then proceed
incrementally to train a sequence of models for m = 2, 4, 9, a process that usually
converges to models with similar metrics. Each stage is trained for 1000 epochs
with a batch size of 20000.
All models are subsequently validated on the synthetic test sets, which gives
results similar to the training set. Some typical test cases are shown in Fig. 2 and
clearly illustrate the difficulty of the probabilistic causality detection problem,
which cannot be simply reduced to pattern similarity, but needs to be aware of
the overall time series distribution and the amount of noise. For one particular
experiment (Unk5) we show a summary of the test and validation results in
terms of accuracy in Fig. 3. We can clearly see the increasing difficulty of the
causality detection problem with the increasing complexity parameter. While we
7 The convolutional window size is a hyperparameter that reflects a tradeoff between
maximum time lag and maximum size of the patterns that can be taken into account.
Fig. 2. This figure illustrates some of the challenges of causality detection in the pres-
ence of noise even with a mixin parameter m = 0. From left to right the title of each
plot contains a synthetic gene pair identifier, the actual probability of causality, and
the predicted probability of causality. On the top we see two samples from the test set
that are correctly classified as causally dependent (with reasonably high probability).
On the bottom we see two incorrectly classified pairs. We have a false positive on the
left hand side and a false negative on the right hand side.
Fig. 3. For fixed architectural hyperparameters (convolutional window size and feature
dimension), we show how the accuracy decreases with increasing mixin parameter that
determines the complexity of the synthetic model. For comparison we also show the
results for an ideal model without noise.
do not show the results for other RTA experiments, it is worth to point out that
the summary results are quite similar.
Fig. 4. The Receiver Operating Chacteristic (ROC) curve shows the tradeoff between
true and false positives (here for the noisy model with m = 4). For graph synthesis,
we restrict our attention to the left part of the curve, keeping the false positive rate
below 0.3. The Area under the Cuve (AUC) is 0.61, which is another indication of the
difficulty of the system identification problem (the quest for completeness) even at the
abstract level of causal dependencies.
In Fig. 4, we also show the ROC curve for the model with m = 4. In practice,
we are interested in higher probability results, so that we use a cutoff of around
0.7 (corresponding to a false positive rate of 0.3) at the expense of completeness.
Across all RTA experiments, we use probability cutoffs in the range 0.7 to 0.8,
which still results in detailed causal networks with about a million dependencies.
For example, the graphs in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that we will discuss subsequently in
more detail show only dependencies with a probability of at least 0.7, in other
words, they focus the biologist’s attention on the subnetwork for which higher
probability relations can be derived, without making any statements about other
parts of the network. A more detailed analysis of our validation results shows that
higher probabilities are slightly underestimated relative to the synthetic model,
which is acceptable for most practical purposes, but needs to be kept in mind
if we approximate an independence relation as the complement of undirected
causality.8
3.4 Extension to Directed Causality
Determining the direction of causality is the task of another network that is
typically applied to pairs that exhibit a high probability of causal dependency.
By estimating the time lag and its direction we embed this decision problem into
8 This is, for example, relevant in our synthesis of independence graphs, which are
interesting in their own right but not included in this paper.
a continuous problem, for which we can generate training and validation data
using a refinement of our synthetic model. As an architecture, we use another
albeit somewhat unconventional type of Siamese network. Its input is again a
pair (g0, g1) of time series. Its output is not a probability, but simply a real
score (trained to be) in the interval [−1, 1] and proportional to the temporal lag
between g0 and g1. The score 1 is interpreted as a directed causal dependency
g0 → g1 with the highest lag that has been modeled, and −1 is interpreted as
causality with maximum lag in the opposite direction, that is g1 → g0. A score
around 0 denotes no or a minor lag and hence indecision about the direction (if
a causality has already been established). Probabilities will be later associated
with the time lag through the validation process.
This lag detector is again a Siamese neural network, that is a neural network
with two identical subnetworks that are each responsible for processing one of the
argument time series. As before, the replicated subnetwork is a 1D convolutional
network with bias and a relu-activation function followed by a dense layer again
with bias and relu-activation. Unlike the undirected causality detector there is
no pooling layer involved. Hence, the output of each subnetwork is a tensor (e.g.
20× 50 dimensional). Weight-sharing is still used between the two subnetworks.
After flattening, the two outputs are combined by a subtraction layer (which
captures the antisymmetry of the problem) yielding a vector (e.g. of dimension
1000), The next layer is a dense layer without bias and with tanh-activation
(reducing the dimension to 50), and finally a linear dense layer without bias is
used to obtain a scalar output. As a loss function we use mean square error and as
an optimizer we again use TensorFlow’s implementation of Adam (with default
parameters). For training we use curriculum learning with the same stages and
parameters as for the causality detector.
The training and validation data set for the lag detector will be generated in
the same way as the (positive) synthetic pair set for the causality detector (e.g.
again 1000000 pairs), but we allow and track positive, negative, and zero time
lags in the construction. Furthermore, the labels will be replaced by the L/ML,
where L is the lag used in the construction of the pair and ML is the maximum
lag (for our sample hyperparameters we have L ∈ [−ML,ML] with ML = 21).
Training and validation sets are then generated from this set of labeled pairs
(e.g. again by random split of 90% vs. 10%).
Sample test cases for the experiment Unk5 are again shown in Fig. 5 and
sample validation results in terms of accuracy for a fixed lag threshold 0.025 can
be found in Fig. 6. For the given threshold, the test accuracy of 0.61 (using again
the noisy model with m = 4) is intended for comparison with the other models.
It may not be sufficient for the biologist, in which case it can be increased by
using a larger threshold at the expense of a larger number of pairs for which
the direction cannot be decided. Even for a fixed theshold, the test accuracy
varies quite a bit across experiments (it ranges between 0.6 and 0.77 for the
experiments conducted in the RTA project). Another noteworthy observation
is the difference between test and train accuracy, which might point to some
degree of overfitting in spite of the large amount of training data. However,
Fig. 5. Like causality detection, the quantification of the time lag is a difficult problem
due the presence of noise even with a mixin parameter m = 0. From left to right the
title of each plot contains a synthetic gene pair identifier, the actual lag (of the blue
relative to the black series), and the predicted lag. On the top we see two samples
from the test set where the direction of causality is correctly predicted (but not the
magnitude). On the bottom, we see how a delay of zero can lead to a positive predicted
lag (left hand side), and a high positive lag leads to a prediction of near zero lag (right
hand side).
Fig. 6. Again we see how the accuracy decreases with increasing mixin parameter
that determines the complexity of the synthetic model. The results are based on a
fixed threshold 0.025. The accuracy can be improved by using a higher threshold at
the expense of a larger number of pairs for which the direction cannot be determined
(precision/recall tradeoff).
we found that for other experiments this difference is less pronounced and more
likely related to a selected threshold which is too low for the specific experiment.
We think that more experimentation is needed to decide if additional forms of
regularization would be beneficial for the model.
3.5 Probabilistic Causal Network Synthesis
Once our causality and lag detection models are trained and validated they
can be used to synthesize causal networks. In this step, the models are applied
directly to the Gaussian processes, more precisely the mean, which is the most
likely biological process consistent with the observations, as opposed to samples
generated by the synthetic model. Since these graphs can be huge, it is often
useful to restrict the genes to a subset, for example using the ranking defined by
the 1 or 2 SD filter on Gaussian processes that focuses on genes that are most
impacted by the experiment.
Fig. 7. Using a causality detector trained on the synthetic model for experiment Unk5
with Gaussian process noise and m = 4, we show a graph that depicts for the top
1000 genes passing the 2 SD filter the undirected causality relation predicted by the
causality detector (with a cutoff probability of approx. 0.7). Genes that are in average
up- or down-regulated are colored green and red, respectively. The darkness of the
edges indicates the probability of causal relationship. Note that the graph consists
of many connected components, including many smaller ones collected in the lower
right quadrant. Isolated nodes were removed, because they do not exhibit any high
probability causal connections.
An undirected causal network is defined by nodes corresponding to all genes
in given subset and edges between pairs of genes for which the causality detec-
tor detects a dependency with at least the cutoff probability, which is another
ASB4
AXL
UBD
SEMA3C
Fig. 8. Based on a synthetic model for Unk5 with Gaussian process noise andm = 4, we
show a graph that combines the undirected causality relation predicted by the causality
detector (with a cutoff probability of approx. 0.7) and the direction predicted by the
lag detector (with a threshold 0.025 corresponding to a probability of approx. 0.6).
Undirected edges show that the direction cannot be decided with sufficient probability.
For clarity, the graph is restricted to the top 100 genes passing the 2 SD filter. The
large upregulated component on the top contains many genes related to cholesterol
regulation. Four down-regulated genes corresponding to our sample Gaussian processes
from Fig. 1 are labeled and involve the strongly down-regulated UBD. It is interesting
to note that no sufficiently high probability direction can be established between ASB4
and SEM3C, even if the direction might seem obvious from visual inspection.
parameter in the graph synthesis process. In our automated workflow, we vary
it between 100 and 1000 to generate graphs that are interpretable by biologists.
An example of such a graph is shown in Fig. 7.
A directed causal network is a refinement of an undirected causal network.
Each edge is directed according to the prediction of the lag detector based on
a positive threshold in the interval (0, 1] that was associated with a probability
during validation. Each undirected edge becomes a directed edge if the lag pre-
diction reaches at least the positive threshold and remains undirected otherwise.
An example of such a graph in shown in Fig. 8.
3.6 Biological Plausibility Check
In this section, we argue why our simple equal-weight Gaussian process mixture
model and especially the use of a mixin complexity parameter between 2 and
9 is biologically plausible and a reasonable tradeoff given the limited amount
of data available. The limitation comes mainly from the short duration of a
biological experiment, which is unavoidable, because cells have a very limited
lifetime outside of the human body leading to an overlay with a multitude of
other processes not related to the experiment and furthermore the impact of a
system perturbation naturally exhausts itself as time progresses.
Interaction Type Min Max Mean Median
TF → TF 1 918 195.75 74
TF ← TF 1 80 27.06 25
TF → mRNA 1 11357 1377.35 3
mRNA ← TF 1 94 21.55 17
Fig. 9. Statistics of degree distribution for various interactions in the integrated human
gene regulatory network of the ENCODE project [12].
To understand the complexity of a typical individual MoA in the context
of transcriptomics, we recall that we view the MoA as a process and hence a
subnetwork of the gene regulatory network, which should give us an estimate
for the upper bound complexity. The richest source currently available for the
human gene regulatory network is the ENCODE project [12], which identified
interactions between transcription factors (TF), micro-RNA (miRNA), and all
remaining messenger RNA (mRNA). In the RTA project, we are not concerned
with miRNA, although it is a factor contributing to the biological variation. The
degree distributions of the proposed integrated network are shown in Fig. 9. To
use a robust statistics, we are mostly interested in the median in-degree of genes
(mRNA and TF, which we do not distinguish a priori) which is between 17
(for the TF/mRNA interactions) and 25 (for TF/TF interactions which are
much more rare with less than 10%). Knowing that, first not all transcription
factors are equally weighted, and second that it is a complex combination of
transcription factors that typically controls transcription, the impact of each
single transcription factor is greatly diminished especially in the context of a
very specific experiment. We conservatively estimate that this should lead to
reduction of at least a factor of 2− 7 that should bring us to an in-degree in the
range of 3− 10 and hence a complexity parameter in the range of 2− 9.
Previously we have used m = 4 for causal graph synthesis. To understand if
this choice is at least biologically plausible, we use the Connectivity Map [21]
data to establish an approximate ground truth for undirected causality based
on correlation (with all its known limitations). To this end, we use the early
version of the raw Connectivity Map data based on complete transcriptomics
via microarrays (albeit an older chip generatation compared to the one we use
in the RTA project). The data contains signatures arising from the perturbations
of 5 different cell lines with more than 1000 small molecules in 6100 experiments.
Using a conservative assumption that this set is diverse enough to contain at least
500 independent experiments, we can compute the Pearson correlation between
each pair of genes across all 6100 perturbations, and use a threshold of 0.075 to
establish a set of known (positively) dependent gene pairs as a ground truth with
a p-value below 0.1. We also establish a set of 11261 common (protein-coding)
genes that were observed in both projects.
Experiment Predicted Accuracy
Lower Bound
Actual Accuracy 
relative to Correlation-Based
Approximate Ground Truth
Fsk1 0.71 0.65
Unk1 0.72 0.68
Unk3 0.79 0.58
Unk3s 0.74 0.67
Unk4 0.78 0.66
Unk5 0.70 0.73
Unk6 0.75 0.68
Fig. 10. Predicted accuracy of large undirected causal networks for different RTA ex-
periments is compared with actual accuracy relative to approximate ground truth based
on Connectivity Map correlations, which is naturally incomplete. All results are for a
fixed mixin parameter m = 4 and synthesized undirected causal network graphs with
close to 1M edges.
The number of undirected pairs in the correlation-based dependency set is
35500931 which reduces to 32741966 pairs of common genes (about 51% of all
possible pairs) that we also observe. The corresponding graph will serve as ap-
proximate ground truth. We then use our undirected causal graph synthesis to
generate a large graph with 950078 edges (no filtering applied), which is still
possible with a probabilistic lower bound of 0.7 for causal dependency in case
of Unk5. The graph is then also reduced by restricting the nodes to the set
of common genes yielding 487235 edges. Both of these graphs are clearly not
for human consumption, but enable us to do some meaningful statistical anal-
ysis of the accuracy of the later relative to the former: 354765 of the 487235
edges, that is about 73% are also in the approximate ground truth dependency
graph. While these results for experiment Unk5 are approximately consistent,
it turns out that other RTA experiments show larger differences as summarized
in Fig. 10. In some cases, outliers might indicate experimental problems (e.g. in
case of Unk3). The variation across experiments, however, might also point to
the limitations in the ground truth (e.g. the bias towards certain types of per-
turbations) and in addition to the natural incompleteness of correlation-based
causality. Another possible but in our view less likely explanation is that the
typical behavior is more complex than captured by our mixin parameter m = 4,
potentially suggesting the use of larger complexity parameters, which also have
been explored in the RTA project.
4 Heuristic Causal Network Synthesis
In this section, we briefly present two other causal network synthesis approaches
that we developed in the RTA program. The first one is based on convolutional
autoencoders and implements a novel evidence-based approach to detect and
quantify inconsistencies in the model using a quite general form of domain knowl-
edge. It is an instance of a more general approach that uses domain knowledge
for validation and model selection, which should be contrasted with our more re-
cent work [34], where domain knowledge is directly incorporated into the neural
network model. With the second network synthesis approach presented below we
explore the feasibility of applying deep neural networks in this area, which is not
obvious given the short duration of observation that limits the amount of data
that can be collected. We therefore explore an adaptive approach parameterized
by complexity that includes a range of deep and wide neural networks as part
of a broader model family. Both of these approaches to network synthesis are
very different from our Siamese neural network approach and hence can serve as
complementary source for biological hypothesis generation. The price for their
higher complexity is that these methods do not provide a probabilistic interpre-
tation of the resulting networks, but on the other hand the results do not depend
on a specific synthetic model and hence are equally valid for all types of data
collected in the RTA project.
4.1 Synthesis based on Convolutional Autoencoders
Different types of autoencoders [18] are already used in the RTA workflow for the
detection of anomalies [36]. Here we apply them to detect potential causality.
Like our Siamese networks, one motivation for this approach is the need to
detect more complex causal relationships that go beyond the type that can be
detected by cross-correlation, which is at the core of the baseline algorithms in
our RTA workflow [36]. Convolutional autoencoders [25] have been successfully
used in image processing due to their capability to learn reoccurring patterns
and perform a dimensionality reduction in an unsupervised setting. In logical
terms, they structurally encode the homogeneity of the input space, a type of
symmetry that can be equationally defined by translation invariance.
In a nutshell, we train a family of 1D convolutional autoencoders (with av-
erage pooling and elu-activation) to learn common patterns that are distributed
over the time series (not occurring only at a particular time). Hyperparameters
are used for feature dimension (e.g. various settings between 3 and 100) and
window size (e.g. 31, 41, 51, 61 out of 101 time points). The training set con-
sists of 90% of the log-ratio time series set estimated using our Gaussian process
model. The remaining 10% are used for validation for autoencoder performance.
The autoencoders are trained with a mean square error loss using TensorFlow’s
Adam optimizer with default parameters and an early stopping rule to reduce
overfitting. The resulting encoders transform each window into a lower dimen-
sional feature space (between 3 and 100 dimensions). In the next phase, the
convolutional subnetwork of the encoder will be used as a standalone network to
quantify the expression of the features over time (e.g. for 60 different windows of
the full time series if the window size is 41) for all estimated Gaussian processes
(the mean time series) of a given experiment.
We now define a feature occurrence as a triple consisting of the feature vec-
tor and the gene and time point (the center of the feature/pattern) where it
was detected. To identify similar features, we compute the pairwise Euclidean
distances between the features of all such occurrences. Using a variable distance
threshold hyperparameter, we obtain a reduced set of pairs of such occurrences
representing approximate matches (across genes and time points). We also say
that each such match is a witness for potential causality. A pair (o, o′) of two
occurrences is directed, written o → o′, if the time associated with o is strictly
lower than the time of o′. It is undirected and written as o↔ o′ if the associated
times are equal (that is not distinguishable within our finite time resolution).
In this evidence-based (rather than probabilistic) approach, we introduce
another hyperparameter n, the number of witnesses (we use settings 1, 2, 3, 5,
and 10), to lift the causal relation from feature occurrences to genes: A pair of
genes (g, g′) is in the (symmetric) undirected causality relation, written g ↔ g′,
iff there are at least n witnesses of undirected causality involving g and g′. A pair
of genes (g, g′) is in the directed causality relation, written g → g′, iff there are at
least n witnesses of directed causality involving g and g′ in this order. Immediate
inconsistencies are removed from this directed relation by requiring that it does
not contain pairs of undirected causality or pairs of directed causality in the
opposite direction.
The distance threshold hyperparameter is computed to target a specific
causal network size that is suitable for exploration and interpretation by the
biologist. We usually generate multiple graphs with different sizes in the range
of 100 to 1000 edges and let the user select the appropriate level of detail and
switch between different views. Overall we obtain a family of causal networks
(representing both directed and undirected causality between genes) parameter-
ized by convolutional window size, feature dimension, number of witnesses, and
network size. Finally, generic domain knowledge about the nature of causality
(not specific to the biological domain) is used to heuristically quantify the con-
sistency of the witnesses (utilizing probabilistic lower bounds for inconsistencies)
and hence the plausibility of these models. The results are then combined with
validated model performance to establish a ranking of all models. For each win-
dow size, the three top models in this ranking are actually generated in the form
of graphs and can be further explored by the biologist. A sample model is shown
in Fig. 11.
The advantage of our autoencoder-based graph synthesis algorithm is that
very few assumptions are needed for this evidence-based approach. In the context
of the RTA workflow, they are not only applied to transcriptomics data sets
across all experiments but also to proteomics and metabolomics data, resulting in
integrated causal networks that can include nodes and potential causal relations
for all three types of biological compounds. The RTA workflow also includes a
Fig. 11. Autoencoder-Based Network Synthesis. We show the synthesized causal net-
work corresponding to the top model for Unk5 for window size 61 (which uses a modest
feature dimension 5 and 5 witnesses) limited to the top 100 genes passing the 2 SD
filter. Directed edges denote potential causality. Undirected edges denote a potential
causal connection for which the direction cannot be determined. As usual, isolated
nodes are eliminated from the graph. Note the large fraction of undirected edges in the
large green component, again related to the Cholesterol pathway. Often switching to
a model with smaller window size can resolve the direction but at the cost of higher
uncertainty.
generalized algorithm that captures positive and negative (that is inhibitory)
causal relationships. A sample result is shown in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12. Integrated Autoencoder-Based Network Synthesis. An integrated causal net-
work corresponding to the top model for Unk5 for window size 61 (which uses a modest
feature dimension 15 and only 2 witnesses) limited to the top 1000 compounds pass-
ing the 1 SD filter. Based on a generalized algorithm, it includes positive (green) and
negative (red) causality. Most edges are directed from left to right. Dark edges are undi-
rected. The graph contains genes and proteins, and location information for some of the
proteins that is not visible here (nucleus vs. cytoplasma). Many smaller disconnected
components are shown on the side.
4.2 Synthesis with Deep and Wide Neural Networks
With the rapidly increasing computational capabilities and the related progress
in deep learning applications it is natural to explore if more complex models that
might reveal additional information about the nature of causal interactions can
be synthesized and meaningfully validated in spite of the relative short dura-
tion of our time series. Since it is not a priori clear what the appropriate model
complexity is given the amount and nature of the data, we use a parameter-
ized family including a range of deep and wide neural networks and perform a
comparative model validation.
To enable insight into the nature of causal interactions, we consider a high-
dimensional predictive setting, where based on the changes exhibited by the log-
ratio time series between two time points ti−1 and ti of our Gaussian processes
(using again 100 time points for the 48h period) the neural networks will be
trained to predict the changes for all genes from ti to ti+1. Each change is
represented as an approx. 17K-dimensional vector with a component for each
protein-coding gene. For a fixed experiment, the sample set is the data set of
all pairs of a change vector and the label, which is the change vector for the
next time point. We use the first 90% of the 48h time scale for training and
the remaining 10% for validation, with the idea that predicting the long-term
effect will be most challenging and biologically relevant (in spite of some bias
introduced by this choice).
We use depth d and width w as architectural hyperparameters ranging over
natural numbers in [2, 10] and {2i for i ∈ [2, 12]}, respectively. A deep and wide
neural network is then defined by stacking d composite layers each consisting
of a dense layer of width w without bias but with L1-regularization (using a
coefficient 0.00000001), followed by a drop out layer (using a low dropout rate of
0.05), and followed by an elu-activation layer. Input and output dimension is n,
the number of protein-coding genes (approx. 17K). Dropout and regularization
parameters were experimentally determined to reduce overfitting, which is easily
possible given the huge number of network parameters, especially for networks
with depth 10 and width 4096. As a loss function we use mean square error
(MSE) and we again use TensorFlow’s implementation of Adam (with default
parameters). We train each network for 1000 epochs with a batch size of 10.
Since we are concerned with populations of biological cells, changes in the
obsvervables do not occur abruptly (a property that is already reflected in our
Gaussian process model). Hence we measure the improvement in MSE relative
to the default prediction that the change is the same at the next time point
(persistence property). A summary of validation results for experiment Unk5 is
shown in Fig. 13. While the difference between test and training MSE points to
some degree of overfitting, it is not severe in terms of relative MSE. Generally,
we observe a high degree of predictability in the data set, which is consistent
across all experiments. For example, the top model in Fig. 13 has a 95.2% lower
MSE than the default prediction.
A natural question is if the models can be further improved by using more
data even if it is not directly related to the experiment in question. To test this
Fig. 13. Comparative model validation of deep and wide neural networks for the RTA
experiment Unk5. We only show the top 10 models ranked by relative test MSE (last
column). It is noteworthy that the top model is a deep and wide network with depth 6.
The next two models have much smaller depth 2 and 3, but their predictive performance
is worse, which at first seems to indicate that the dynamics of Unk5 requires a fairly
complex explanation.
Fig. 14. Comparative model validation of deep and wide neural networks for the RTA
experiment Unk5 with pretraining on all transciptomics data sets of the RTA project.
Again we only show the top 10 models ranked by relative test MSE. It is noteworthy
that the top models are networks of depth 2, indicating that in the context of all data
relatively low complexity models provide the best explanation for Unk5, but a higher
complexity model with depth 6 is still among the top 10 and can be used if more detail
is needed. It also has better relative MSE and lower complexity than the top model
without pretraining.
idea, we added a pretraining stage to our workflow, where all the neural networks
are trained on all transcriptomics data sets generated in the RTA project (but
only for 500 epochs). In the second stage, we then continue the training using
only data of the experiment for which the causal network needs to be constructed
(again only for 500 instead of 1000 epochs). Sample results for Unk5 can be found
in Fig. 14 and indicate further improvements. In fact, improvements in relative
test MSE were obtained for most RTA experiments, except for two cases where
the numbers remained approximately the same.
Fig. 15. The network corresponding the the top model for Unk5 with pretraining but
limited to the top 100 genes passing the 2 SD filter and limited to a maximum degree
of 3 for a concise presentation.
When evaluating the validation results across all experiments we can observe
that with pretraining the top models are always of depth 2 (or 3 in one case),
which seems to confirm that pretraining has an effect similar to regularization or
incorporation of background knowledge in reducing model complexity. In most
cases, however, deep networks are still included among the top 10 ranked models
(for which we generate graphs), and a biologist might prefer them because they
provide an alternative or more detailed view, albeit at the cost of slightly lower
predictive accuracy.
Compared with the earlier approaches, our causal network synthesis is more
heuristic for deep and wide neural networks that have been trained and vali-
dated as explained above, and primarily driven by the need to obtain graphs
of manageable complexity. In essence, we use the neural network structure as
the template for our causal network, or in other words the causal network is
simply a (very) abstract visualization of the structure of a deep and wide neural
network. The key here is to focus on the most important subnetwork, which
may depend on the level of detail the user is interested in. Hence we generate a
parameterized family of directed causality graphs with two types of nodes. The
parameters are the common maximum in- and out-degree (we use settings 3, 5
and 10) and the maximum number of genes to consider (for which we use 100,
Fig. 16. The network corresponding the the best depth 4 model for Unk5 with pre-
training but limited to the top 100 genes passing the 2 SD filter and limited to a
maximum degree of 3 for a concise presentation.
200, and 500). For a given subset of genes (which is typically a subset defined by
our SD ranking satisfying the maximum bound), we then construct the graph
by the following multistep process. Initially, the nodes of the graph are simply
all units of the neural network. Inputs and output units are identified with their
corresponding genes. Each positive-weight connection in the neural network can
potentially give rise to an edge, but we determine a suitable weight threshold for
each layer so that edges can be defined as the subset of neural connections with
a weight above the threshold. We choose the lowest threshold that still leads
to a number of edges bounded by the square root twice the number of possi-
ble connections (a sparsity constraint). In the next step we perform layer-wise
edge pruning (starting with edges derived from lowest weight connections within
each layer) till the in- and out-degree for each node satisfies the required bound.
Examples of synthesized networks can be found in Figs. 15 and 16.
Variations of this algorithms are clearly possible, e.g. by varying the sparsity
constraint. Also if we take into account positive and negative weights, we obtain
a generalized synthesis algorithm covering positive and negative causal relations
that has also been implemented in the RTA workflow. For the reader familiar
with the foundations of Petri nets, it is also worth to point out that structurally
causal networks of depth 2 are a subclass of Petri nets, and it might be possible
to establish a formal connection between the generalized Petri nets called piles
in [27] and deeper causal networks.
5 Implementation in JupyterFlow
Motivated by the need to interact with subject matter experts, the need for re-
producibility, and the need to efficiently execute and validate machine learning
algorithms on large data sets, we have developed at SRI what is to our knowledge
the first integrated approach that combines the benefits of interactive comput-
ing and distributed workflows. This framework, named JupyterFlow, is based on
Petri nets (generalized dataflow graphs) [13] and integrates features of interac-
tive computing (Jupyter/Python Notebooks) [19] with data-driven distributed
and parallel execution on heterogenous clusters, typically with GPUs (Graphical
Processing Units) on a subset of the nodes. JupyterFlow integrates with Ten-
sorFlow [1], which in the RTA workflow is used for estimating Gaussian Process
models [9], for training a wide range of neural networks, and most recently for
approximate probabilistic inference [34].
JupyterFlow supports multiple modes of operations: the parallel execution of
workflows on powerful GPU servers, the distributed execution on heterogeneous
clusters and the cloud (where GPUs may be only available on some machines),
and a mode of disconnected operation, where laptops may occasionally synchro-
nize with the main workflow, but otherwise can work independently (without
continuous network connectivity). Generally, the workflow executes automat-
ically as a collection of computational notebooks with automatically inferred
dataflow dependencies and resource constraints (e.g., memory, number of GPUs),
which are essential to optimize the location of computations in the cluster. In
addition, each notebook can also be executed interactively (e.g., for diagnosis
and experimentation).
Just as TensorFlow utilizes a form of dataflow graphs in the small, Jupyter-
Flow utilizes dataflow graphs in the large. In the case of RTA, our current work-
flow (see Fig. 17 for a small excerpt) consists of ≈ 25, 000 notebooks utilizing
Python and TensorFlow that give rise to ≈ 500, 000 metalevel dataflow depen-
dencies (this is not counting dependencies at the TensorFlow level). We are
currently executing this workflow on SRI’s private cluster (with up to 4 GPUs
per node) and in the Google Cloud (using large instances with up to 96 CPUs
and 8 GPUs). Our latest version of JupyterFlow also runs in Docker containers
and supports virtual heterogeneous Kubernetes clusters (we tested up to 100
nodes) which can be scaled up and down dynamically. Efficiently sharing large
amounts of data becomes possible by taking advantage of the combination of
an overlay file system and the powerful possibilities offered by shared storage
devices in the Google cloud.
Fig. 17. Small Excerpt of the RTA Workflow in JupyterFlow. Each transition in the
Petri net is defined by a Python/Jupyter notebook. The excerpt shows part of our
graph synthesis algorithm (in fact only the pretraining) utilizing deep and wide neural
networks and includes multiple stages: preprocessing, Gaussian process estimation,
neural network training, comparative validation, and (intermediate) graph synthesis.
The high degree of parallelism admitted by the workflow is quite typical for all our
machine learning workflows and important to obtain reasonable execution times. Here is
is mainly due to the need for architectural hyperparameter exploration (in the middle),
but also the preprocessing and Gaussian process estimation is done in parallel (on the
left-hand side).
6 Conclusion
Viewing biological systems as complex continuous systems that can be modeled
as networks of interacting components at a very abstract level, we have pre-
sented three causal network synthesis algorithms, that support the biologist in
understanding the mechanism of action (MoA) of a system perturbation, which
in our experiments were caused by a toxin or a drug. All our algorithms take
into account the reality that only a very limited period after the perturbation
is relevant to identifying the MoA. Interestingly, this limitation is not unique to
perturbations in the biological domain. The lack of data due to the limited time
period is partly compensated by the possibility of performing a large number of
measurements in parallel with today’s high-throughput technologies, leading to
a relatively short but high-dimensional time series for each experiment. Never-
theless, our modeling has to be sufficiently abstract to account for the limited
amount of data, which in absence of specific biological knowledge precludes de-
tailed stochastic and differential equation models.
All our algorithms combine Gaussian processes with abstract network mod-
eling. Our probabilistic causal network synthesis algorithm is based on an in-
termediate synthetic model that tries to capture key aspects of causality with
very few parameters. Our autoencoder-based network synthesis does not give ap-
proximate probabilistic results but can use generic knowledge about causality to
identify models that are more likely (based on rough probabilistic lower bounds)
to be consistent with the data. Finally, our deep neural network prediction-based
algorithm is purely heuristic, but allows networks that can express more detail
about the dynamic nature of interactions.
In this paper we have discussed the first probabilistic synthesis algorithm in
more detail. This is because of its simplicity, the low complexity of the underlying
model, and its capability to generate at least approximate probabilities, which
were confirmed to be roughly biologically plausible. We believe that the other
two algorithms, while potentially more powerful in the detection of causalities
(and hence still interesting for hypothesis generation), may be more prone to
false positives, due to their relatively higher complexity, but we think that more
experiments (possibly beyond the biological domain) are needed to understand
their relative advantages and limitations.
Here, we briefly summarize a number of extensions of our probabilistic syn-
thesis algorithm that might be worthwhile to explore. First, a natural extension
is to take into account inhibitor edges (that we also refer to as negative causal
edges in contrast to the positives ones). Such negative causal edges are already
implemented in our other heuristic algorithms. Based on the Connectivity Map
data, we know that such negative dependencies are much rarer, but they can
be useful to complement the picture, and also lead to a more precise notion of
independence, if defined as the absence of causality.
There are at least two places where with minor modifications our synthetic
model can take into account additional biological knowledge about the network.
First, by making additional assumptions about the dynamics of causality, time
lags could be modeled using a parameterized distribution as in [29]. Although, in
our view, worthwhile to investigate, the price to pay for this approach is that it
will lead to different models (and with varying degree of uncertainty) depending
of the type of data, e.g. transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics, compli-
cating an integrated network-based treatment. The other possible improvement
is concerned with the balanced nature of the synthetic data set. A prior reflect-
ing a lower probability of causality vs. independence, may slightly improve the
accuracy, but in the light of the typical use of the causality detector, e.g., when
applied after some filtering to significantly affected pairs of genes, the prior may
not be accurate anymore, leading to another potential source of error. Again dif-
ferent types of data would also have to be taken into account, leading to increased
complexity of the model. Another interesting avenue for future work is to con-
sider Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [14] as an alternative to sampling
based on Gaussian processes. We have already used GANs for anomaly detection
in the RTA workflow, but not directly exploited their generative capabilities. It
would be interesting to understand if especially the convolutional GANs that
we are using can lead to biologically more realistic modeling (especially regard-
ing the overall distribution) and hence potential accuracy improvements for our
Siamese networks.
Finally, we would like to mention the opportunity to use our probabilistic
causality detector as part of another algorithm, which can lead to further im-
provements (e.g. reduction of false positive rates). In the probabilistic algorithm
presented in this paper, causality detection (both the existence of causality and
its direction) is performed locally (and hence without taking into account net-
work context), that is only on the basis of two potentially related time series.
Global knowledge about network properties, e.g. relative consistency between
edges, absence of cycles, or degree/density knowledge cannot be exploited in this
way. A possible systematic solution is an integrated treatment of data and knowl-
edge in machine learning using PALO, our Probabilistic Approximate Logic that
is subject of a separate paper [34], which also includes the application to biolog-
ical network synthesis but has broader applicability.
Due to the small number of assumptions underlying our network synthesis
algorithms, we expect that they also may be applicable in other domains where a
complex system is perturbed and high-dimensional time series data for a relative
small number of time points after the perturbation needs to be analyzed to under-
stand the mechanism of action, in other words, how the perturbation propagates
through the system. One sample domain, for which we obtained some promising
preliminary results, is the domain of global financial markets, where the high
dimensionality of the time series results from the broad range of tradable finan-
cial products that can be seen as observables of the global financial system. This
is another quite natural test case for our algorithms, since financial time series
data is readily available and there are many types of perturbation events that
are reoccurring and well-defined. Previous work indicates that network model-
ing can have important applications in this area [6]. Other domains of potential
interest are related to social media and news, where the high dimensionality of
the observation space is a natural result of the vast number of interrelated topics
and information sources. For example, we have done some preliminary semantic
analysis and time series modeling using the very rich data source of global events
and news is provided by the GDELT project [11]. Understanding the network-
scale effects of events could lead to more accurate assessment of news content, its
sources, and their inherent biases. The vast amount of available data is reflected
in a larger amount of computing and storage resources needed in spite of our use
of lightweight natural language processing techniques. A restriction to subsets
of the full media universe (e.g. to particular domains of interest) turned out to
be more tractable for our initial experiments, which already point to numerous
predictable temporal patterns and invariants in the global news cycle.
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